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La Rivayne

Domaine 
de Fontenille

La Cadière

Le Potager 
de Didier

Les Ruchers 
des Messeguières

Jardin Conservatoire 
des Plantes Tinctoriales
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1   Vallon de Recaute / Combe du Sautadou

6km - Easy 
Set off from the lower part of Lauris, near the petrol station, 
and take the GR97, following the red waymarks. Farther on, 
take the right-hand fork in the trail, rather than the one to 
the left, which leads to Roquefraîche. Go past the Fontenille 
Estate and you will arrive in Recaute.
You can get detailed information sheets about these walks from 
our tourist information office. 

WANT SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR WALKS?
from Lauris

  A PROVENÇAL VILLAGE PERCHED 
ON A ROCKY SPUR BETWEEN 
LUBERON AND DURANCE.

lVOIX PARTAGÉES 
On May 24th, 25th, and 26th 2024
Lauris will come alive with concerts, workshops, performances 
and conferences...

lNATURAL COLORS FESTIVAL
On July 5th, 6th, and 7th 2024
Lauris, with its conservatory garden of tinctorial plants, initiates 
a beautiful moment of conviviality around the theme of natural 
color (concerts, performances, animations, workshops, visits, 
exhibitions...).
The detailed program is available on the Town Hall’s website:  
www.lauris.fr/fr/

THE LAURIS FESTIVALS

1

LAURIS: THE VILLAGE 
OF NATURAL COLOURS
Colour lies at the heart of this little hilltop village’s 
identity. Traders, artisans and artists flock here to 
mark it with their own style.

These walks, which are not difficult, should be avoided when 
the weather is at its hottest. From 15th June to 15th September, 
access to the Vaucluse forests is regulated by prefectural decree. 
If you want to stroll in the forest, contact your Tourist Office in 
advance or call +33 (0)4 28 31 77 11 (In French only).

You will find a tourist 
information office at the 
Maison Aubert : Monday to 
Friday from 9:30am to 1pm 
and from 3:30pm to 6pm.
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Check our office opening hours on 
our website here: 
lwww.destinationluberon.com

YOUR TOURIST OFFICE 

Cavaillon Branch
Place François Tourel 
84300 Cavaillon
contact@destinationluberon.com
+33(0)4.90.71.32.01
Lourmarin Branch
Place Henri Barthélémy 
84160 Lourmarin
lourmarin@destinationluberon.com
+33(0)4.90.68.10.77

Under a sky full of stars, strolling around or solving 
enigmas come and enjoy all the wonders of our villages 
and some unique walks at the heart of a preserved nature.

New and original visits to discover
the Destination Luberon area.

GUIDED TOURS IN JULY AND
AUGUST FRENCH VISITS ONLY

INFORMATION AT THE TOURIST OFFICE: 
+33(0)4 90 71 32 01 / +33(0)4 90 72 02 75 / +33(0)4 90 68 10 77

ONLINE SHOP AT: www.destinationluberon.com
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OUVERT TOUTE L’ANNÉE
7/7 L’ÉTÉ

43 Route de Cavaillon - 84360 LAURIS
+33(0)4.90.07.59.36

lauris@cave-a-aime.fr

CAVISTE et FROMAGER à Lauris depuis 
2017. Retrouvez des produits artisanaux, 
sélectionné avec soin par Aimé : Vin bio, 
fromage, bière artisanale, épicerie fine, 
spiritueux Français,…vous l’avez compris 
ici les bonnes choses sont à l’honneur !
Nous proposons également l’huile d’olive de 
notre moulin familial.

DÉGUSTATION OFFERTE, PRIX PRODUCTEURS, 
GRAND CHOIX DE VIN DU COIN ET D’AILLEURS

CAVISTE FROMAGER
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Florian est en salle, Lambert et 
Johanna œuvrent en cuisine. Les 
trois amis ont repris récemment 
cette institution, à Lauris, et sont 
liés par la même motivation : 
vous faire profiter d’une cuisine à 
l’esprit bistronomique, colorée et 
généreuse.

78 Avenue Joseph Garnier - +33(0)4 90 08 27 54
lwww.chezlulu-lauris.fr

RESTAURANT GAULT&MILLAU
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Le Grand Jardin
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   WITH THE FOOTHILLS OF THE LUBERON AS 
BACKDROP, THE VILLAGE OF LAURIS OVERLOOKS 
THE ENTIRE SURROUNDING REGION. YOU 
CAN SEE THE CASTLE FROM AFAR, AND THE 
CHURCH BELL TOWER TOO, RECOGNISABLE BY 
ITS FAMOUS WROUGHT IRON CAMPANILE. IN 
THE OLD VILLAGE CENTRE, THE TINY MEDIAEVAL 
ALLEYWAYS, SPLENDID HOUSES AND FOUNTAINS 
OF LAURIS UNFOLD BEFORE YOUR EYES. AND TO 
ROUND OFF YOUR VISIT, THE CASTLE TERRACES 
AND THE OFFICIALLY-CLASSIFIED REMARKABLE 
GARDENS AFFORD A BREATHTAKING VIEW OVER 
THE DURANCE VALLEY.

1 PLACE DU PORTAIL 2 THE PUBLIC WASH HOUSE 3 THE CHURCH OF NOTRE-DAME DE LA PURIFICATION 4 THE COLONEL’S HOUSE

1
 PLACE DU PORTAIL 

This square dates back to the 18th century when Jean-Louis 
d’Arlatan, the last lord of Lauris ordered a monumental door 
to be built on the level of the old olive mill. Nowadays, you will 
find the little duck fountain (1853) near the mill. Before this, the 
gateway to the village was located a bit farther on, alongside 
the so-called ‘guard’ house (13th century). If necessary, this 
gate could be closed to protect the villagers. The outlines of 
the successive ramparts are partly known due to the traces that 
still remain and to the cadastral maps. This is how we know that 
the 14th-century enclosure was enlarged in the 16th century 
and that it was still intact at the time of the Revolution.

2   THE PUBLIC WASH HOUSE  
Dating from the 19th century, this wash house is classed 
as a historical monument. It was built on the site of the old 
cemetery which can be seen on the cadastral map from 1731. 
The water in the wash house still echoes the conversations of 
the women who came here to do their laundry, while keeping 
their eye on the basins where the wood ash flowed.

3  THE CHURCH OF NOTRE-DAME  
DE LA PURIFICATION  
A first church was built on this site in 1480. It was a small 
building with a single nave. Having become too cramped and 
dilapidated, it was replaced by a new one in the early 18th 
century, according to the plans of Aix architect, Vallon. The 
wrought iron cage (called ‘gabie’ in the Provençal language) 
was made in 1857 based on drawings by Sollier. It surmounts 
the bell tower and houses a hemispherical bronze bell. Viewed 
from behind, the church is a fortress since it is positioned 
along the length of the enclosure. And from the front, it is an 
urban church with a symmetrical and sober façade. Inside, 
the magnificent paintings, dating from the 17th to the 19th 
century, should not be missed.

4
 THE COLONEL’S HOUSE  

This building boasts two splendid façades which have 
recently been renovated. The left-hand one dates from 1782. 
It is the plainer of the two, with lintels, a cornice and a main 
porch with drooping festoons. The one on the right, dating 
back to 1898, is adorned with a harp and an Irish shamrock. 
At the time, the property was owned by a colonel in the 175th 

Irish infantry regiment. You will also see pilasters adorned 
with garlands of flowers and a triangular pediment with a 
vintage triumphal crest.

5  PHILIPPE’S TOWER  
This 13th-century building has two twin windows. It has long 
been known as Philippe’s Tower in remembrance of Philippe 
Lambesc, a valiant lord who lived in the 14th century.

6  THE MONASTIC HOUSE  
In the early 18th century, this fine building replaced an earlier 
one dating from the late 15th century. It perfectly exemplifies 
the consequences of the door and window tax that was 
instigated by the Directory in 1798. You can actually see that 
many of the openings for doors and windows were bricked up 
by the owners so that they would not have to pay as much tax.

7
 THE CASTLE  

In the 11th century, a small keep was built on the cliff top 
overlooking the valley. This strategic position made it possible 
to keep watch over Durance and the territories beyond. In the 
16th century, the feudal castle became a Renaissance-style 
dwelling, thanks to Julien de Perussis, lord of Lauris. In the 
18th century, Jean-Louis d’Arlatan turned it into a recreational 
castle. He also built the courtyard, the monumental gate 
and the stables that are still partly visible today. The rest 
of the building was sacked during the Revolution. It was 
subsequently adapted for a range of different utilitarian 
functions, resulting in its present-day appearance.

8  THE CASTLE TERRACES  
The walls and arches supporting the terraces were built 
in the 16th century under Julien de Perussis. In the 18th 
century, the terraces were embellished with ponds and 
fountains. On the main platform, you can now see the ‘White 
Garden’ (free admission) which is so called because of the 
white blossom on the plants growing there. From here you 
are presented with a magnificent view over the Durance 
Valley, the Alpilles and the Sainte-Victoire Mountain. In 
2011, the castle’s terrace gardens were distinguished with 
the ‘Remarkable Garden’ label.

9  THE CONSERVATORY GARDEN   
OF TINCTORIAL PLANTS
Lauris remains the emblematic village of color with its 
conservatory garden of dye plants. This unique site in Europe 
houses approximately 150 dye plants from which pigments 
are extracted for the production of inks, paints, dyes, as well 
as for cosmetics and food. The cultivation of dye plants, 
especially madder, was a prosperous industry in Lauris and 
the Provence region for a long time.
Today, this garden is managed by the association “Les Amis 
du Jardin” in partnership with the Town Hall. Take a stroll on 
the terraces of the castle, listed as a heritage site, offering 
an exceptional view of the Durance plain, and discover the 
white garden labeled “Remarkable Garden”.

Free or guided visits of the dye garden and workshops are 
offered. For hours, requests for guided tours, and information, 
you can contact them by phone at +33(0)7 66 25 21 99 or visit 
the «Les Amis du jardin» website: www.lesamisdujardin.com.

5 PHILIPPE’S TOWER 6 LA MAISON CLAUSTRALE 7 THE CASTLE AND ITS WHITE GARDEN. 8 THE CASTLE TERRACES 9 THE CONSERVATORY GARDEN
OF TINCTORIAL PLANTS

Discovery tour 
of the village 
of Lauris

FARMER’S MARKET:
Every Thursday evening 

from 5pm to 7pm 
in winter and from 6pm 

to 8pm in summer.
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